OUR VISION
A Rich Academic Programme

A curriculum based on the best research evidence as
well as successful teaching and learning strategies for
children of diverse backgrounds and learning needs.

A Community School

A vibrant centre for educational, recreational,
cultural and social programmes for children and
adults in an international community which draws
upon and contributes to the vitality through an
innovative and focused fun-filled curriculum.

A Unique Professional
Development Focus

A culture of continuous professional growth for
all staff, Fairview functions as a ‘hub’ for educators
throughout the region, regularly engaging teachers in
a wide range of learning opportunities that promote
ongoing professional growth.

OUR MISSION
Fairview International School

aims to be a vibrant centre for educational, personal and social
growth in the world, providing a rich academic curriculum for
children in the local and international community.
Through the use of best practices in teaching and learning,
Fairview International School will educate, motivate and inspire
students in an educational environment which stimulates
learning in a nurturing social and emotional climate.
Fairview International School is not only committed to raising
the standards of education in its schools but in the region
through continuous training and development in the best
possible teaching pedagogies.
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ABOUT
FAIRVIEW
Formed in
1978, Fairview
International
School (FIS) is the
country’s largest
International
Baccalaureate (IB)
education provider
in Malaysia.
Our network includes 5 IB
world schools stretching from
Kuala Lumpur to Johor in the
South and as far as Penang
in the North of Peninsular
Malaysia, one international
school in the United Kingdom
and an education resort in Port
Dickson.
The Kuala Lumpur campus
offers the complete IB
experience from the Primary
Years Programme (PYP),
Middle Years Programme
(MYP) and the Diploma
Programme (DP) under one
roof.
University College Fairview
(UCF) is the first IB certified
educational institution in South
East Asia certified to train IB
teachers in the standards set by
the Geneva based International
Baccalaureate Organisation
(IBO).
2
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Message from the

CHAIRMAN

W

DANIEL CHIAN
Chairman Council of Governors

ithout a doubt, the most
disruptive year ever.

The Fairview Network of

international schools faced their greatest challenge
this year with the pandemic cutting off travel,

suppressing economic growth and threatening

the health of billions. Adamantly, the Fairview

Network remained strong. Just as we faced previous
challenges in the past, we faced the pandemic head
on and held strong.

Our leadership teams responded rapidly

to the threat and took all our classes online at a

blistering speed. Classes were rescheduled, tutorials
& hotline classes were introduced and a class

learning process in new ways we never imagined.

As the industry faced crippling challenges, Fairview
held firm and delivered.

Firmly believing in our
mission to bring accessible
education to all, major
developments are coming in
the form of digital learning
through our new upcoming
learning experience, Maya.

by-class monitoring system was established to

make sure no child was left behind. Our faithful

educators acquired new skills to teach online and

juggled efficiently between taking care of their own
family matters as well as looking after our Fairview
learners. Our parents prepared new learning

environments for their children and provided

support amidst this sudden change. However, the

stars are our learners, who made the transition with
little trouble, proving that they are one of the most
resilient and adaptable generations we have ever
seen.

With so many of us facing difficult times,

the Fairview Network provided aid to individual
families whose livelihoods were decimated. The
increased investment was allocated to training

our teachers and enhancing our IT infrastructure.
Support staff were mobilised to support the
4
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It is an online learning platform that promises to

help anyone learn the “content” of education online,
at home and accessibly. These are exciting times and
we are sure our community will be proud of this
new development.

I would like to personally thank everyone

in our community from our learners to our teachers
and our parents for your continued support. Our
faith in each other is an upward spiral of belief

and strength, bringing us closer together during

these difficult times. It is only together that we can
overcome the challenges that stand before us as

we prepare our youth to thrive in their uncertain
future.

Message from

DATO SHAM
PROF. EMERITUS DATO'
DR. MOHD SHAM
Chairman Board of Directors

A

ll over the world, people have

been affected by the Covid-19

pandemic. Societies, economies,

Most impressively, we have not let

industries and, of course, schools have suffered

this pandemic restrict our innovative spirit and

am very proud that we, at Fairview International

doctorate programme, the Doctorate in Education

the effects of this deadly virus. Nevertheless, I

School, have been among those who have adapted
extremely well.

Consistent with the attributes of the

IB Learner profile, Fairview has proven we are

principled, resilient, and, caring in our approach

movement forward. We have launched a new

(DEd), via University College Fairview. This is
a newly minted programme meant to develop
educational professionals and leaders.

We have also introduced a new app,

known as MAYA, via our software house, BeED.

We have launched a new doctorate
programme, the Doctorate in Education (DEd),
via University College Fairview.

towards handling this global crisis. Our sanitisation

Currently, MAYA covers all the core subjects

procedures have been implemented thoroughly

and MAYA platform are our first steps towards

methods, social distancing, and, contact-tracing

thereby ensuring the highest safety levels possible.
We have used innovative methods in

online learning and hybrid education to address

for students to excel in their SPM. The BeED

digitalising education so that more students may
have access to quality yet affordable education.

In short, I have nothing but pride and

the need to study from home. We have adopted

admiration for the leaders and staff at Fairview for

learning in our students. Whatever the situation,

victorious and proud. Ever onward indeed!

flipped classroom pedagogies to instil independent
the vibrant education at Fairview never stops.

riding the storm of this pandemic and coming out
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Message from the

PRINCIPALS

T

he year began like every other year; full

of hope, aspirations and dreams. As the

news about the Covid-19 infection broke

DR. VINCENT CHIAN
on behalf of the
Fairview Schools' Principals

out in February, all our plans had to be reevaluated.

two minutes videos were sent to students, to encourage

dedicated educators I have ever met. The disruption

that our students loved these messages and continue to

I am blessed to be surrounded by some of the most

was met by a stalwart band of resolute warriors who

crafted new ways to educate, inspire and support our

and appreciate them. Numerous responses confirmed

appreciate the constant outpouring of positive energy.
I am grateful to our parent community,

Fairview Community. We trained more than 150

who responded not with anxiety and panic but with

teach online and reorganise their classes. Fairview

Despite the many challenges we faced, our parents,

Fairview teachers in record time, to prepare them to
schools quickly implemented safety protocols and even
created an outreach team to contact our students stuck
abroad.

As we worked with parents and learners over

the next few months, I watched as my fellow educators
fell prey to the stress of working online. The hours
were more grueling than any physical experience.
Teachers were putting in double the number of

working hours than when they were in physical classes,

patience, kindness and a spirit of collaboration.

particularly our Parent Angels kept us on our toes.
As our parents highlighted areas of improvement
early and quickly, our grateful teams relished the
opportunity to respond effectively to each new

challenge. Working alongside our educators, we

identified and addressed opportunities to differentiate
our approach so that the learning experience was

customised to each learner in the Fairview community.
Our impact was immense and evident.

answering questions late into the night, managing an

Student 7C surveys, conducted every semester

videos to support students’ learning experience.

were more caring than ever, consolidating knowledge

increased number of online assessments and creating

Despite the challenges they faced, this hardy band of
educators remained resolute and delivered.

Our pastoral teams fired into high gear,

reaching out and counselling students they identified

confirmed that even during the lockdown, teachers
better and had clarified well. Academic scores

increased by an average of 6% year on year and we got
our best IBDP scores in the year 2020.

As we move forward, I am wary of the

as they surveyed the situation across every online class.

challenges our precious learners will face. The future

focused on a brighter, better future and even exercise

placed on our youths are at an all-time high. I believe

Coaching programmes continued to keep our learners
programmes were introduced to keep all of us moving
and fit. Every effort was made to keep us hinged to a

sense of normality. Fighting the tide of weariness and

negativity, over 500 positive notes in the form of short

is becoming increasingly volatile, and the expectations
that our Strength lies in our Unity. We have stood

against the greatest of challenges already. Together, we
can overcome any obstacle that stands in the way of
our children’s bright future!

“The greatest glory in living lies not in never failing, but in rising every time we fall. Nelson Mandela”

6
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COUNCIL OF
GOVERNORS

from top
Daniel Chian Ngook For
CHAIRMAN

Prof. Emeritus Tan Sri Dato’ Dr. Syed
Jalaludin bin Syed Salim
Prof. Emeritus Dato’ Dr. Mohd Sham
bin Mohd Sani
Jeffry R. Beard

IBO DIRECTOR GENERAL EMERITUS
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

from top
Prof. Emeritus Dato’ Dr. Mohd Sham
bin Mohd Sani
CHAIRMAN
Daniel Chian Ngook For
Lim Hun Soon @ David Lim
Prof. Gopinathan A/L K Raman Kutty
Ann Ng Lien Suan
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Snapshot of Fairview's

ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

100%
100%

IBDP
Average Points
for 2020

97%
97%

scored 34 points or
more (4A & above)

Top Score

IGCSE

64%
64%

37.3
37.3

43
43

≈ A*A*A*A*
in A Levels

(based on the UCAS tariff table 2020)

100%
100%

33%
33%

scored 31 points or
more (3A & above)

*Maximum IBDP score is 45 points.

95%
95%

entries getting A* & A

pass rate

of students getting
A-C in all subjects

50%
50%

of students obtaining
5A* and above

of students obtaining 6A-9A
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Glimpse of

FAIRVIEW IN
THE NEWS
THE STAR								
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13 JANUARY 2020

STIRLING OBSERVER							

CHINA PRESS							

04 SEPTEMBER 2019

		

27 MARCH 2020
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12

THE STAR							

15 OCTOBER 2020

THE STAR							

05 NOVEMBER 2020
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EVENTS
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Events

MALAYSIA DAY

MALAYSIA DAY
Celebrate Malaysia's multicultural society on this special day

SEPTEMBER 2019

01 Emcees for the
event Surendren
and Deevak leading
the audience with
the reading of the
national oath.
02 P4 students proudly
singing the Merdeka
song ‘Tanggal 31’
03 Perseverance!
04 Parents, students and
teacher unleashing
their creativity!
05 Let me tell you about
this drawing!
01
02

14
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06 Goal achieved!
07 Our students
perform the Indian
Stick Dance with
much charisma and
grace
08 We go back to the
East, a performance
representing the
state of Sabah - the
Sumazau Dance

Events

03

04

05

06

MALAYSIA DAY

07

08
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Events

MALAYSIA DAY

09

10

11

12

14
09 Parents helped
design the Wau
Bulan as well
10 Ms Shopana
assisting Yee Qian
(P1) as they design
the Wau Bulan
with flowers
11 Ms Carolyn with
some M5 students
busy decorating
their space in the
Wau Bulan

12 Grade 6 students
waiting for their
turn to play guli, a
traditional Malaysian
game
13 Merdeka boards
created for the
celebration of the
commemoration day,
by both PYP and MYP
students
14 Renee trying out hopscotch or teng-teng
15 Gabby (M1) watches
Sarasa (M1) as she
tries out the game,
batu seremban

16
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13

15

Events

MALAYSIA DAY

16
16 Some PYP students
excitedly playing "eagle
catching chicks" during
breaktime
17 More creative and beautiful boards with the student’s depiction of what
Merdeka means to them
17

18 Hop, Eujin, hop!

18
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DEEPAVALI
It is this light that will illuminate human lives
and eliminate evil thoughts.

OCTOBER 2019

01

02

03

18
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04

Events

DEEPAVALI

05

06
01 Bollywood song and
dance

06 Parents join us for
the celebration

02 Come on! Come on!

07 A performance from
a reception student

03 Indian Traditional
Dance
04 Unity in diversity
05 Modern dance
performance by MYP
student

07

08 Costume parade
09 Indian traditional
dance

08

09
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Events

DEEPAVALI
10 PYP Indian Traditional dance
11 Performing to a
Bollywood song
12 Dance to the beat
13 P1 and P5 students
collaborate on a
special fashion
show
14 Parent-Student
Deepavali garland
making activity

10

11

12

13

20
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14

15 Grade 6 students in
the midst of their
performance
16 P4 students performing their Deepavali
dance
17 Students performing
a special dance for
their audience

Events

DEEPAVALI

15

16

17
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Events

DEEPAVALI

18

19
18 Award ceremony
for various activities
that were conducted
throughout the week
19 Parents joined in
the celebration and
dressed up in traditional "sarees"
20 Potluck after the
celebration
21 Student demonstrated creativity in
designing "rangoli
kolam"
22 A group of parent
volunteers performing an Indian dance
23 Alvin, Dhwani and
June Fai (G6) performing a skit about
Deepavali
24 Winners of the saree
draping contest

20

21
25 Time to show off
their saree draping
26 Participants of the
saree draping competition
27 These moms are
performance ready!
28 P1 parents, Ms
Lavanya and Ms
Shahad enjoying
teaching and learning how to drape
the saree
22

23

22
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24

Events

25

DEEPAVALI

26

27
28
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CHRISTMAS
Blessed is the season which engages the whole world
in a conspiracy of love.
DECEMBER 2019

24
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Events

CHRISTMAS
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Events

CHRISTMAS

01

02

03

05
01 Parents, students and teachers
volunteered to be a part of the
Christmas choir
02 M3 students performing

04

26
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03 Library students performing a
choral reading of "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas"

04 Jia Xuan and Anusha (M5)
receive their prize for
winning 1st place in the
Expedition video contest
05 Performance by the dance
club members

Events
06 Amogh (P4) and his mom
dresses up as the Christmas
tree and the star
07 Ms Val and Ms Brenda, winner of the #fispchristmasspirit
contest
08 Harusha (P2) and her mom
are ready for the costume
parade

CHRISTMAS

10 Alyssa (P4) and her dad
working the catwalk!
11 Tarushya (P1) and her mom
striking a pose during the
parade
12 Clarissa (P5) and her mom
are the winners for costume parade

09 Caitlynn (P4) and her mom
are ready for the costume
parade
06

07

08

09

10

11

12
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Events

CHRISTMAS

15

16
13 Our very own cute Santarina
14 Hmm... Where's Waldo
15 Give the gingerbread man a
makeover
16 Student as jolly Santa Claus
17 Grinch, played by Mahiro
(P4) stealing the gifts
18 Slam Poetry Winners in
Johor campus

13

17

14

28
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18

19 Spearheading an Origami folding activity with the Orang Asli
children
20 P2 and P3 Dance Performance
21 Wonderful performances for our
Christmas Charity Beneficiary
22 MYP Student Coucil played
netball together with the Orang
Asli children
23 FISJB Christmas Band
Performance

Events

CHRISTMAS

21

19

20

22

23
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Events

CHRISTMAS

24 Students in a jovial
mood following an
entertaining and successful performance
25 Our friends from
“RUMAH Kids”
enjoying their gifts. A
big thank you to all
parents, students and
teachers who contributed to these gifts

24

26 A spirited performance
by Fairview SJ’s music
group. Well done,
teachers and students
27 Christmas show at FIS
Bridge of Allan

25

26

27

30
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Events

CHRISTMAS
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SPORTS DAY
The principle is competing against yourself. It’s about selfimprovement, about being better than what you were the day before.

01

01 What in the world of
Atlantis is this
02 Jupiter's cheer to start
off the day
03 Venus's cheer to set
the tone high
04 We need music, even
on Sports Day

02

32
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Events

SPORTS DAY

03

04
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Events

SPORTS DAY

05
05 Such grace....
06 Dashing away
07 Precision, firm and speed
08 PYP in action
06

09 Bring it on.....

07

34
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Events

08

SPORTS DAY

09
10 Student Council members
leading the way during the
start of the event

12 Mimi, Ely, and Qing Qing
(Reception) smiling proudly
after being awarded

11 Noel (P2) and his mom
trying to catch the ball

13 The Unicorns from Neptune
march forward

11

10

12

13
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Events

SPORTS DAY

14

16

15
14 Make way for the Martians
15 Telematch Fun for everyone
16 Flash in the making

18

36
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17

Events

SPORTS DAY

19
17 Telematch games

20 PYP in action

18 When physical distancing was not required
yet

21 PYP in action

19 PYP in action

22 More than the
podium could hold
20

21

22
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Events

SPORTS DAY

23

38

24

26

25

27
23 It's Neptune's time to
perform!

25 Congratulations on winning
the game, Jupiter!

27 Mars members' performance
during their march past

24 Junior Jupiter members
performing during
their march pass

26 Kanaav (P5) as Prince Ali
during Venus' performance

28 Are you reaching out to me?
Tug of War for the little ones
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Events

SPORTS DAY

28
29 Jupiter's Champions salute!
30 Neptune's Champions salute!
31 Ecoschool members collect
aluminium cans for recycling

29

30

31
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Events

SPORTS DAY

35

32
36
32 Mars pulling with all
their might
33 1, 2, 3, PULL!
34 It's the parents
opportunity to shine
35 This year's Sports
Girls -Erin (M4) and
Anusha (M5)

33

34

40
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37

Events

SPORTS DAY

36 Congratulations for
winning the march
pass, Venus!
37 Neptune reigns once
again!
38 Young competitor
from PYP Year 1

38

39 Young competitor
from PYP Year 3
40 Early years sports
competition in progress

39

40

41

42

43
41 Our young PYP
runners reaching the
finishing line

43 Cheerleading featuring participation from
teachers

42 Happy faces from
Team Mars
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CHINESE NEW YEAR
From mouth-watering treats to impressive pyrotechnics,
these are some of the many ways in which people
celebrate the festival
JANUARY 2020

03
07 Orff ensembleSpring Dawn by
G6 students

02
01
01 Lion Dance at
Fairwalk
02 A gift from the lion
03 Facing the year with
courage
04 Embracing the lion
05 At the music room
06 Reception G students
performing Tom &
Jerry dance

04

06

05

42
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07

Events

CHINESE NEW YEAR

08

12
08 Mr Andrew Webber
(Principal, Subang Jaya
Campus) welcoming the
Lion Dance Troupe
09 Performance from PYP
students

09

10

13
10 P4's dance performance
11 Shyo, Firdaus and
Simon (P1) showing off
their Zodiac costumes
12 Chinese New Year Lewis Frickleton
13 Start of P3's dance
performance

11

14 G6 students performing
a Mandarin song

14
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Events

CHINESE NEW YEAR

15 Air-dry clay station
16 EYE students
focusing on the art
of making dough
figurine
17 Folk game master
explaining the procedure of making a
hopter
18 Supportive parents
preparing the
dumplings
15

16

17
19 Wonderful performance by the Lion
Dance Team
20 Lion dance performance at Penang
campus
21 Chinese New Year
poetry wall at Bridge
of Allan campus
22 Chinese New Year
story, with Ms
Lusina

19

44
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18

Events

CHINESE NEW YEAR

20

21

22
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HARI RAYA
This year’s Raya celebration went online...

MAY 2020

Watch It Here

Fairview International School Raya
Greetings 2020 (Raya Tak Jadi #Senyum)

Watch It Here

Fairview Raya Greetings 2020
(Wishes from Student Council)

46
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Watch It Here

Fairview Raya Greetings 2020
(Wishes from Student Council)

Watch It Here

Buka Puasa with Fairview International School MYP students

Watch It Here

Buka Puasa with Fairview
International School Teachers
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LIBRARY'S GOT TALENT
As part of the year-end activity, the Fairview
librarians organised a mini-event that celebrates the
student’s talents by storytelling, poem recitation,
characterisation, and monologues.
14 –21 JUNE 2020

Rishit Sanyal (P1G) played
three roles in his story telling

T

he aim of this event is

Fairview students showcased their

their communication

the librarians. All of them were brave

for students to improve

talent and submitted their videos to

skills through public speaking. This
will develop the IB learner profile

and creative in showcasing their work.

courageous while inculcating reading
habits as well as to encourage the

A certificate was given to all students
to recognise their courageous effort.

usage of literature resources to
students.

Watch It Here

Story Telling by
Xena Soliman (P2R)

48
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Story Telling <The Ant and The Elephant>
by Aaradhya Tushar Patil (P2G)

Events

LIBRARY'S GOT TALENT

Watch It Here

Winners
Watch It Here

EARLY YEARS PROGRAMME
FIRST PLACE
Rishit Sanyal (P1G)

Story Telling
<Anansi and Turtle Go to Dinner>
by Park Junsu (P1G)

SECOND PLACE
Hein Thu Ra (Rec I)
THIRD PLACE
Eyas Achoui (Rec I)
OUTSTANDING EFFORT
Park Junsu (P1G)

LOWER PRIMARY YEARS
PROGRAMME
FIRST PLACE
Xiong Zhenrui (P2Y)
Watch It Here

SECOND PLACE
Xena Soliman (P2R)
Aaradhya Tushar Patil (P2G)

Poem Recitation <Mother>
by Xiong Zhenrui (P2Y)"

THIRD PLACE
Wania Islam (P2R)
Clement Tan (P2Y)
OUTSTANDING EFFORT
Lim Hans (P2Y)
Anya Sndhwani (P3Y)

UPPER PRIMARY YEARS
PROGRAMME

Story Telling <The Clever Fish>
by Lim Hans (P2Y)

FIRST PLACE
Rajeshwari Boniy Menon (P6Y)
SECOND PLACE
Areez Mehdi (P6Y)

Speech <Life is Hard, Life is Difficult>
by Rajeshwari Boniy Menon (P6Y)

Eyas Achoui (Rec I)
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HONOURS DAY
With love and pride today and always

JUNE 2020

D

ue to the nationwide

Not only that, a number of students

control order, schools

performances which were also aired

restricted movement

around the country have moved their

annual Honours Day and Graduation

had also submitted recordings of their
during the event at intervals.

Although this virtual event

Ceremonies to an online platform.

deprived students of the opportunity

to congratulate students who have

and teachers in person, students were

A virtual Honours Day was held

achieved academic excellence as well
as celebrate the graduating M5 class
of 2020. The entire event was live

streamed using the zoom webinar

platform. The event featured multiple
pre-recorded videos in which the

teacher hand-delivered the awards

to each student to their own homes.

to celebrate and greet their friends

still able to communicate with each

other using the chat feature on Zoom,
congratulating their classmates as

they received their awards on screen.
Despite minor technical difficulties,
the event concluded successfully

thanks to the collaborative effort by

students, parents, teachers and staff.

Fairview Youth Orchestra performing a
string ensemble

Student council president congratulating the
student body for overcoming challenges during
virtual lessons ─ FIS Kuala Lumpur

50
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Events

Our emcess
for the night,
hosting from the
school's video
conference room

HONOURS DAY

Head of Campus, Ms Michele, rewarding each recipient at the
comfort of their homes. We were not just in Ipoh city but
travelled to Cameron Highlands and Tronoh too! ─ FIS Ipoh

FIS Subang Korean CCA
Performance

M5 class performance ─ FIS Subang

FIS Penang M5 class
performance

Jaclyn Lau Jia Xuan, student council
president is introducing the graduating
class ─ FIS Penang
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Events

HONOURS DAY

Student performaces: Meng Yang playing violin;
Perry Lim (P1) dancing; Adrian playing drum;
Pei Lim (P3) singing; Yeo siblings dancing
─ FIS Johor

Santhoss Kumar is recognised for his achievement during the Young Leaders Programme
essay competition ─ FIS Penang

52
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Congratulate the WSC members who made it to the
global round (L to R) Nirrmal Kumar, Clark Frederick
Bieck, and Jayden Ooi ─ FIS Penang

EXPEDITION
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Trip Leader: Mr Adrian (KL)
Assistant Leader: Ms Yashenee (IP)

Lake Toba, Indonesia

Expedition

01

01 Impromptu friendly match with
the local students
02 Catholic Iconography at St
Francis of Assisi
03 Group photo infront at Alpha
Omega orphanage home

MYP 1

20-24 Oct 2019
81 students + 7 teachers

02

54

03
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Padang, Indonesia

Expedition

02

Trip Leader: Ms Saundra (PG)
Assistant Leader: Ms Siti (KL)

01

01 Trying a hand at embroidery
02 Reforestation is the best method
to combat deforestation
03 Students planting mango trees
04 Group photo in front of the
house for the Minangkabau
people

04

MYP 1

20-24 Oct 2019
86 students + 8 teachers

03
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Siem Reap, Cambodia

Expedition

20-24 Oct 2019
55 students + 5 teachers

Trip Leader: Mr Prakash (JB)
Assistant Leader: Ms Chee Hui (KL)

01

02

03

01 Group photo in front of Chrese
Orphanage Village
02 Students are removing the
excess water from the well
before digging further
03 Student digging the soil out of
the well

MYP 2

04 The wall carvings at Bayon

56

04
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Temple

Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Expedition

Trip Leader: Mr Andrew (KL)
Assistant Leader: Ms Farhana (KL)

01

20-24 Oct 2019
60 students + 6 teachers

02

04

01 Group photo in front of the
Coconut School
03 Silk Island dance
03

04 A student made it to the top

MYP 2

02 Silk Island cocoon touch
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01

03

01 Making clay figurines
02 Student searching for answer
03 Crossing the river
04 In front of the Hellfire pass, a
historical railroad
02

MYP 3

20-24 Oct 2019
82 students + 7 teachers

Trip Leader: Mr Nicholas (SJ)
Assistant Leader: Ms Chermaine (IP)

Bangkok, Thailand

Expedition

58

04
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20-24 Oct 2019
80 students + 7 teachers

01 Water rafting

03 At James Bond Island

03
02
Trip Leader: Mr Sathia (KL)
Assistant Leader: Mr Izzat (KL)

02 Mud scrub spa for Mr Jumbo

MYP 3

Phuket, Thailand

Expedition

01
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MYP 4

20-25 Oct 2019
70 students + 6 teachers

Trip Leader: Mr Alex (KL)
Assistant Leader: Ms Ming Ru (IP)

Beijing, China

Expedition

60

01

01 In front of the Great Wall of China
02 In the summer palace
03 Dumplings making workshop
04 Learning wushu together

02

04
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03

01

01 Group photo
02 The minaret at the mosque
03 A greener future
04 Tree-planting

Trip Leader: Ms Cindy (IP)
Assistant Leader: Ms Khai Rol (SJ)

Xi'an, China

Expedition

02

04

MYP 4

20-25 Oct 2019
62 students + 6 teachers

03
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Melbourne, Australia

Expedition

Trip Leader: Dr Vincent (KL)
Assistant Leader: Mr Andrew (SJ)

01

01 Group photo at the
Monash University
02 The staff of the
University of
Melbourne giving
us a campus tour
03 Visiting Gallipoli
Memorial Garden

MYP 5

20-25 Oct 2019
54 students + 3 teachers

04 Students at the

62

Federation square
02

03
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04

United Kingdom

Expedition

01 Group photo
02 Meal time at the
Fairview UK campus
03 Course briefings
and campus tours
at multiple
universities

Trip Leader: Ms Valerynne (PG)
Assistant Leader: Mr Ariel (JB)

01

04 Visit to the

03

04

MYP 5

Glasgow

02

21-30 Oct 2019
80 students + 4 teachers

University of
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Celebration
of learning
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Zhuo Yaushuo is presenting his chart
on how he spends his time

Vanessa is presenting her poster about
the International Day of Press Freedom

Zunaira is sharing her story about
the Little Blue Riding Hood

Cheuk Yin shares about an article he
wrote during English lesson
Eyas talks about his science experiment,
using water bubbles

Celebration of Learning

*

LEARNING
of Our Own
*
More than a display of students’ work, Celebration of
Learning (CoL) is a student-led conference where they
reflect and articulate what they have learned.
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Celebration of Learning

01

02

03

W

ownership of their learning. Teachers are there

and outside of the school. At the end of each unit,

are glad that we have supportive parents who are

ithin the academic year, students
inquire into six transdisciplinary

themes. Every unit, they go through

the inquiry cycle by doing various activities inside

students show their parents the process of how they
inquired and learnt various concepts related to their

units of inquiry through the celebration of learning.
This provides them with an opportunity to present
and showcase the evidences of their learning,

including the IB learner profile attributes and

Approaches-to-Learning (ATL) skills acquired.
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They led the conferences and took

as facilitators only. The conference would not be

complete without the presence of the parents. We
actively involved in their child’s learning.
01

Violin performance by Johor P2

02

Parents giving their feedback

03

Reception students explained how

young learners

they communicate through play

Celebration of Learning

04

05

06

08
04

Noel and Harusha

(P2) explaining their

06

ent landforms

parents

Reception I students
sorted the items

07

with a parent

Simon (P1) explains
to his mom on how

shadows are formed

according to their
colours, together

her team's research

results on the differ-

product to some

05

Puteri (P3) sharing

08

Andy and Darrshaan
(P5) showing off the
Math activity to a
parent

07
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09

09

Johor school P1 stu-

13

dents sharing their

Parents enjoyed the

14

booth presentation

Welcome to our

12

Storytelling, by the

10

11

68
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12

15

booths!

Reception students

Di Ke (P2) explaining
her portfolio to her
mother

by their children
11

ical skills through
play

learning experiences
10

Building mathemat-

Group presentations

to kick start the conference

16

Look at my work,
mum!

Celebration of Learning

13

16

14

17

G6 students pre-

sented their learning
through a puppet

18

Mom, look! This is

what I have learned

show

17

15

18
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Celebration of Learning

19

20

In the first quarter of the academic year

19

Meertheka

spelled out

words using

phonetics
20

Jananee

spelled out

words phoneti-

cally to her
father

21
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2019/2020, Subang school had its first Celebration

21

of Learning on 2 October 2019 from 11.30 am
nd

of every class entertained their parents with games
using iPad, self-produced shows such as puppet

show, math and UOI project briefings and many
other interesting presentations.

senting her

portfolio to her

onwards. The event was attended by quite a number
of parents from all over the PYP grades. Students

Cherish pre-

mother
22

Subang school
students pre-

senting about
circulatory
system

21
23

Riku explained UOI1

24

board to her mother

Saneli showing her mother her

work on the inquiry cycle board
in the class

22

23
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MYP Personal Project

PYP Exhibition
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*

MYP

Personal Project
*
As a culmination of learning, our M5 students are
required to complete a final year project.
Dr. Vincent (Principal of FISKL) and Su Yemin. He was among the 43 volunteers who
showed their support by donating blood
during Fair Life.

School teacher, Mr. Chaw
also showing some support.

DP students, Leyli and Agajan
are seen registering for blood
donation
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MYP Personal Project

T

his year, the project

products ranged from

poetry books and travel

blogs to traditional medicine and
mental health.

The students’ worked very

hard for more than 6 months; all

the while, bolstering their research

skills, critical thinking skills, as well
as their self-management skills. All
in all, the students did not let the

current pandemic affect their ability
to compete and showcase their
individual projects.

Fair Life poster created by students

01

02
01

03
Ms. Sakina and Ms.
Nadzirah donating

blood during Fair Life

02

Suzanne collecting
donations for the

fund-raising cam-

paign from non-academic staff
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04
03

Suzanne talking to

MYP teachers on her
fund raising campaign

04

Akshay and Mr.

Andrew passing

certificates to the

athletes involved in
Wheelchair Tennis

MYP Personal Project

Jia Xuan excitedly
explaining how her
product accomplished
her goal ─ FIS Penang

Kok Han is pictured here
explaining how he developed and tested his product
─ FIS Penang

Chye Jun Yiap presenting his product
─ FIS Johor

Por Jia Xin
presenting her
Mandala Art
─ FIS Johor
Ee Jia Sheng presenting his product
─ FIS Johor

An introduction of a
CIEM (Custom In-Ear
Monitor) tuned to
the Harman Curve to
provide pleasurable
listening experience,
presentation by Seah
YuXuan
─ FIS Subang

The exhibition was

conducted in dual mode -

physically with distancing SOP
in place and virtually. Even on

the virtual platform, the students
still succeeded in putting on an
amazing show.

The projects allow our

students to take ownership of their
A discussion on
how diving creates
awareness on the environment especially
the harms caused by
ocean pollution, presentation by Sharmyn
Yong ─ FIS Subang

multiple intelligences. The process
in completing their projects will

prepare them for their entry into
university.
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*

PYP

Exhibition
*
In June 2020, Fairview International School
held its first virtual PYP exhibition.

The students explained on the
number of children with no access
to education

The students are connecting what
they've researched about to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals
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O

ur students took ownership

of their learning by focusing
on the exploration of one

of the 6 transdisciplinary themes.
Though it was held virtually, we
achieved the highest number of

attendees as compared to previous
years.The students were guided by

their teacher-mentors and librarians.

PYP Exhibition

The 6th graders courageously took on the
challenge and carried out their virtual PYP
Exhibition with gusto and creativity!

For 'Taking
Action', Jonathan planted a
capsium

Riku taking actions with her family members
Metha explained on how
we could help the world
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PYP Exhibition

FIS Penang Grade 6 team
The group presenting on mental health

Besides sharing the

Completing this journey

knowledge, it is heartwarming to hear

has strengthened students’ skills and

from researching, surveying, gathering

they have learned. It contributed to

their stories throughout their journey
data to summarising the results and
providing solutions.

One of the main facets of

the PYP Exhibition is the ability for

students to work collaboratively. It is

a powerful demonstration of studentagency.

78

The group presenting on gender
inequality in wages

InnerView 2019/2020

allowed them to demonstrate what
developing their characters to be

individuals who are able to care about
others and the world around them.

Tripartite
learning
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The co-founder of MyStudy, Mr CK Chiau (Parent
of M5) , presenting a presentation titled, “Which
route should I go for?”

IBDP students’ brainstorming session at
FairDream event

Tripartite Learning

*

BETTER TOGETHER

Students, Parents, Teachers
*
Encouraging parents engagement is one of the best ways to
create a positive learning environment for every student and to
create a stronger school community.

Guest Speaker Mrs Lee Siew Chee giving a
talk on the importance of recycling
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Students presenting their final outcome of
materials that can and cannot be recycled

Tripartite Learning

W

e believe in active engagement

of all the members of the school

community. One of the main avenues

to facilitate this is through the various events

that are hosted over the academic year - Coffee

Morning, Celebration of Learning, Charity Event,
Deepavali - UN Day Celebrations etc. These

activities are well-liked by our parents as they get
a chance to be involved in their child’s learning
journey and support them along the way.

02
01

01

03
Student presentation during COL

02

Students are en-

thusiastic to share

about their learning
journey

03

Students take an
active role in ex-

plaining about the

journey so far

04

Johor school Princi-

pal leads the coffee

morning session and
invites the par-

ents to share their

thoughts and ideas

04
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Tripartite Learning

What is tripartite learning? In Fairview,

it means the active involvement and engagement
of parents alongside the school in the students’
academic matters. The participation of parents

helps to improve student performance and restore
parents' confidence in their children's education.
Not only that, students tend to achieve higher

grades, have better social skills and show improved
behaviour. The advantages of Tripartite Learning
are just endless, and we are certainly reaping the
benefits of it.

05

05

Working together

to create Covid-19

awareness posters

06
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06

Weekly art jamming
activity

Tripartite Learning

‘Welcome’ evening sessions

are meant for parents to get to know
their child’s teachers, as well as the

ins and outs of their child’s classroom

and daily timetable. Parents were able
to discuss and bring up any inquiries
that they had regarding their child’s

schedules, school routines and rules,

the school’s organisational chart and
regulations.
07

07

Parent checking

how IB assessment

08

Ms Mary Ann shared
on the essential

agreement set with

is done

Primary 3 students

09

Ms Shirly of P6 in-

toduced the latest
class schedule to

parents

08

09
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EduResort @
Port Dickson
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EduResort @ Port Dickson

*

FAIRVIEW
Annual Training Camp
*

Fairview is the first school in Malaysia with a dedicated,
purpose-built off-campus training ground for annual camps to
extend student’s learning beyond their classroom.
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EduResort @ Port Dickson

of many themed activities such as Backwoods
cooking, Pioneering and Orienteering. These

T

he Fairview Eduresort aims to develop
21st century learners through character

building and deep exploration of the

ATL models outside the classroom. Moreover,

it builds connections with the local community

by participating in local activities such as fishing,

cooking and traditional games. The eduresort has
developed a unique
curriculum known

as Fairview Annual

Training Camp. The
curriculum consists

activities create the opportunity to develop

independence, life skills and leadership skills
among students.

Every year the camp has an annual theme

and this year, our theme was to combine local

Malaysian food and Disney characters. Students

worked in groups to show off their creativity and
talent. They came up with unique, one-of-a-kind
flags and banners for their groups. A

few of our favourites group names are

“Scaripap”, “Scar-koay-teow”, “Urlaksa”,
“Jaafar lemak”, and “Scar-tay”. One

particular Disney character seems to be

the most popular one among the students.
Guess which character is that?

01
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EduResort @ Port Dickson

02

03

04

01

Cabbage, check.

Onions, check. Do I
need salt?

02

It's a construction
chaos - students

figuring out each

05

parts and their

06

functions
03

This tripod is going
to be as strong as
us trio

04

Kudos to the

group's bamboo
gate arch pio-

neering project
05

Roll your dough,
spiral bread is

coming through
06

Camping is not

complete without
camp food

07

A fun yet com-

petitive game of

beach volleyball

07
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EduResort @ Port Dickson

08

09

Finally, the Fairview Port Dickson campus

is the platform for our M4 and M5 students to have
a smooth progression to the Duke of Edinburgh

International Award. Students achieve the Award by

completing their adventure journey at the EduResort
in Port Dickson. This journey is a 2 days and 1-night
survival camp whereby students had to cook, camp

and hike a mountain, in order to showcase their skills,

in line with the ethos of the award programme. In our
third year of running the award and the camps, we are
excited to see how the programme will continue to

evolve and bring together students, giving them the
opportunity to showcase their talent and skills, and
grow every year.
11
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10

EduResort @ Port Dickson

12

13

14
09

08

represents all

of the body on the
challenge

together for the one
group poster that

Testing the control
balance beam

All members work

10

Are we there yet

11

Everything's better

around the campfire

12

Go under, move like

13

A pair of friends, ex-

thunder

ploring with a pair of
semaphore flags

14

BELLA...can you read
it?
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EduResort @ Port Dickson

15

15

So, listen up, this is

16

Clean the land

17

Build a tent, tonight

18

Clean the beach,

our plan

where we stand

we camp

enjoy fresh breeze

16

17
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18

Music
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Music

01

02

Music

*

MUSIC
as a Way of Life
*

Music is a way of life and it is evident as students
are able to foster stronger bonds through
connection with others.

03
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04

Music

01

Johor M2 Students

02

in pairs before being

04

03

Music learning @

Fairview is integrat-

There is no limitation

in expressing oneself
with music

tested using Kahoot

present their group
work

Students are seated

05

ed with technology

06

We are proud of our
keyboard players

Music -

Lewis Frickleton

05

H

aving a stage to display their artistic
flair in playing an instrument has
flourished their showmanship.

As they interact with others during practices and
playing ensemble music together, the students

are able to learn how to be more disciplined and
patient. Playing music together in ensembles

requires nonverbal communication; it is a skill that
students need to cultivate. Our music programme
is designed to integrate with other disciplines in

learning, enabling them to grow more competitive
and courageous as they do solo performances. It

has been researched and proven that children who
start playing a musical instrument in their early

years have enhanced verbal ability and nonverbal
reasoning.

06
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Music

Fairview Youth Orchestra and the Fairview

Youth Choir had their 1st Intercampus collaboration in
preparation for the 6th Malaysia International Music

Arts Festival 2019 (MIMAF). The whole festival lasted
for 3 days. It is very rewarding to see the students so
committed in preparing for the competition.

Congratulations to the list of awards garnered by
Fairview International School:

Awards

63 participants and 10 teachers from Fairview
schools took part in the MIMAF 2019

GOLD MEDAL
Fairview Clarinet Trio

SILVER MEDAL
Fairview String Team A
Fairview Flute Trio
Fairview MIx Wind Brass
Fairview Youth Choir

BRONZE MEDAL

Award ceremony

Fairview String Team B

Fairview Clarinet
Trio from FIS Kuala
Lumpur, Chun Kiju,
Oh Jihoo and Dashen
Sashi Kumar (M1)
have been awarded
gold medal
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Music

The P4 students are pictured
here playing to a given rhythm
Mabel (G6) from FIS Penang is
completing an assessment
Teruhiko can be seen playing his
trombone during a virtual class
Deepthi (P4) is pictured here completing her virtual assessment

In the midst of the pandemic,

students took the initiatives to work out the
best from the online lessons. We observed

students working hard on their summative

assessment and giving their best during the
recordings. They were engaged throughout
the semester. Teachers gave constructive

feedback virtually. The pandemic lockdown
did not stop these awesome students and

educators. To adapt, students were allowed to
practise using technology like smartphones
and tablets.

In Fairview International School,

students are encouraged to be open-minded
global citizens by participating in different
celebrations regardless of which cultural
background they are from. When the

Covid-19 infection broke out in Wuhan, our

of various instruments such as violin, trumpet, and

“Jasmine Flower'' in the ensemble, which consists

strong.

students recorded a positive virtual message -

clarinet, to encourage the Wuhan citizens to stay
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MAnDARIN
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Mandarin

*

WONDERFUL WAYS
to Learn Mandarin
*
At Fairview, we have been championing the
usage of the widely spoken language.
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Mandarin

01

S

tudents’ mastery of Mandarin is reinforced
with worksheets drilling and active

learning activities. Students interviewed,

shared and discussed their traditions and customs

to write argumentative essays about the influence of
multiculturalism in Malaysia. Wow!

02

The Mandarin Department has developed

various learning methods to inspire students to learn
Mandarin. Chinese newspapers are also provided
to students for vocabulary practices. Other than

presenting their opinions and ideas verbally, online

platforms like Padlet, is also utilised. No student is left
out. We put in the effort to engage students in every

03

possible way while learning Mandarin.
01

Ipoh students posting their opinions

03

on Padlet
02

the picture given
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cards to form a

meaningful sen-

tence

Writing short sen-

tences to describe

Rearranging flash-

04

Answering questions
related to the lesson

04

Mandarin

06

05
05

Students output for
fan drawing competition

06

08

Strengthening

memory through mix
and match exercise

07

MYP students wish-

ing everyone a Hap-

py Chinese New Year
08

Desirae (M1) is

11

Reena (M4) is craft-

transfer the beans

as part of the game

for Sunteck handi-

12

Time to practise

13

Creating dialogues

Jia Qi and Jia Jun

used chopsticks to

FIS SJ donations
capped

ing her Christmas
wishes

10

09

crafting strokes with
precision

09

07

speaking

10

11

about location

12

13
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GRADUAND
PHOTOs
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Graduand Photos

N
CUK

Abdulla Ruwaid Khaleel

Erme Lau Chien Hua

Cheung King Sum

Chin Mei Bei

Iwana Qistina Binti Fadzli
Akhma

Jaaaresiah Moses

Manish Soo Yoong Shen

Ramsha Rashid

Moses Jefri

Nazifah Haider

Shasha Maria Tan Binti
Muhamad Taha Tan
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Diploma Programme

Graduand Photos

Agajan Babayev

Alyraj Malik Dhanani

Atira Jayne Sreenivas

Azra Azzahra Nordarzy
Razak

Celine Poon

Chan Liu Xuan

Chang Yee Zhwen

Choi Sungwoo

Isaac Chin Kay Shek

Kam Jun Kit

Leyli Karabayeva

Lupando Bupe Lubemba

Goh Jia Wern

Kim Dong Uk
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Hor Qin Yue

Mahdieh Kavand

Graduand Photos

Lydia Pang Yi Qian

Marc Arjun Soosai

Mark Chuah Chi Ming

Negin Sajedi

Nishanth Gopinath

Rachna Sivalingam

Ryan Tan Ze Yong

Shadev Rahulan N. R.
Nesaratnam

Sharifah Aishah
Binti Syed Mohd Adeeb

Shreeneevaassa Rao

Sim Xuen Cheng

Sonya Janejit Kaur

Tan Jun Ting

Teh Zhi Jing

Trisha Soo Yoke Kwen

Zhao Wenbo
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STAFF & CLASS

pHOTOs
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